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"Johnson astutely reveals that franchises are not Borg-like assimilation
machines, but, rather, complicated ecosystems within which creative workers
strive to create compelling 'shared worlds.' This finely researched, breakthrough
book is a must-read for anyone seeking a sophisticated understanding of the
contemporary media industry." —Heather Hendershot, author of What's Fair on
the Air?: Cold War Right-Wing Broadcasting and the Public Interest While
immediately recognizable throughout the U.S. and many other countries, media
mainstays like X-Men, Star Trek, and Transformers achieved such familiarity
through constant reincarnation. In each case, the initial success of a single
product led to a long-term embrace of media franchising—a dynamic process in
which media workers from different industrial positions shared in and reproduced
familiar cultureacross television, film, comics, games, and merchandising. In
Media Franchising, Derek Johnson examines the corporate culture behind these
production practices, as well as the collaborative and creative efforts involved in
conceiving, sustaining, and sharing intellectual properties in media work worlds.
Challenging connotations of homogeneity, Johnson shows how the cultural and
industrial logic of franchising has encouraged media industries to reimagine
creativity as an opportunity for exchange among producers, licensees, and
evenconsumers. Drawing on case studies and interviews with media producers,
he reveals the meaningful identities, cultural hierarchies, and struggles for
distinction that accompany collaboration within these production networks. Media
Franchising provides a nuanced portrait of the collaborative cultural production
embedded in both the media industries and our own daily lives.
American National Biography is the first new comprehensive biographical
dicionary focused on American history to be published in seventy years.
Produced under the auspices of the American Council of Learned Societies, the
ANB contains over 17,500 profiles on historical figures written by an expert in the
field and completed with a bibliography. The scope of the work is enormous--from
the earlest recorded European explorations to the very recent past.
Best known for his critically acclaimed non-fiction books and documentary films,
G. Wayne Miller has been praised for his fiction writing, dating to his first book,
Thunder Rise: A Novel of Terror. For several years, he was a regular at fantasy
and horror conventions, notably NECON, the fabled annual gathering that has
featured Stephen King, Peter Straub and other writers. Fiction remains his
passion. The Beach That Summer is the third volume in his short story
collections trilogy. Included are fifteen tales of horror and dark fantasy: The
Feeling The Beach That Summer Christmas in the Year of Our Lord Ten Brief
Encounters with Baby A Proper Burial Elevators Every Step of the Way Time on
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Charity First Love Labor of Love Trees Momma Something for Heidi The
Overseer The Place He Was In Miller is the author of Thunder Rise and seven
books of non-fiction, including King of Hearts and Toy Wars. He is the writer and
co-producer of three feature-length documentary movies: On The Lake, Behind
the Hedgerow and Coming Home, all broadcast on PBS stations. Visit Miller at
www.gwaynemiller.com
The book Why Didn't I Think of That! includes the passage "If a toy has magic,
when people see it they say, 'Oooh! What is that?' . . . It appeals to the kid in
everybody." That same kind of magic captures "the kid in everybody" when they
pick up Timeless Toys: Classic Toys and the Playmakers Who Created Them.
Timeless Toys represents one of the finest documentaries and displays of
modern toys ever written. Author Tim Walsh, a successful toy inventor himself,
reveals a world of commerce, toys, and wonder that is equally fun, fascinating,
and nostalgic. Readers of every age and background will find it impossible to pick
up this book, turn a few pages, and not become spellbound by its insightful
stories and the personal memories that the text and 420 brilliantly colored
photographs bring forth. Slinky, Lego, Tonka trucks, Monopoly, Big Wheel,
Frisbee, Hula Hoop, Super Ball, Scrabble, Barbie, Radio Flyer Wagons: All of
these and many, many more are featured in this fascinating tome, along with the
toys' histories, insider profiles, and rare interviews with toy industry icons. It's
simply magic!
"Children today grow up so fast!" How often we hear those words, uttered both in
frustrated good humor and in dumbfounded astonishment. Every day the
American people hear about kids doing things, both good and bad, that were
once thought to be well beyond their scope: flying airplanes, running companies,
committing mass murder. Creatures of the information age, today's children
sometimes seem to know more than their parents. They surf the Internet rather
than read books, they watch South Park instead of The Cosby Show, they wear
form-fitting capri pants and tank tops instead of sundresses; in short, they are
sophisticated beyond their years. These facts lead us to wonder: Is childhood
becoming extinct? In Ready or Not, Kay S. Hymowitz offers a startling new
interpretation of what makes our children tick and where the moral anomie of
today's children comes from. She reveals how our ideas about childrearing itself
have been transformed, perniciously, in reponse to the theories of various
"experts" -- educators, psychologists, lawyers, media executives -- who have
encouraged us to view children as small adults, autonomous actors who know
what is best for themselves and who have no need for adult instruction or
supervision. Today's children and teenagers have been encouraged by their
parents and teachers to function as individuals to such an extent that they make
practically every decision on their own -- what to wear, what to study, and even
what values they will adhere to. The idea of childhood as a time of limited
competence, in which adults prepare the young for maturity, has fallen into
disrepute; independence has become not the reward of time, but rather
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something that our children have come to expect and demand at increasingly
younger ages. One of the great ironies of turning our children into small adults is
that American society has become less successful at producing truly mature men
and women. When sophisticated children do grow up, they often find themselves
unable to accept real adult responsibilities. Thus we see more people in their
twenties and thirties living like children, unwilling to embark on careers or to start
families. Until we recognize that children are different from grownups and need to
be nurtured as such, Hymowitz argues, our society will be hollow at its core.
Can fairy tales subvert consumerism? Can fantasy and children's literature
counter the homogenizing influence of globalization? Can storytellers retain their
authenticity in the age of consumerism? These are some of the critical questions
raised by Jack Zipes, the celebrated scholar of fairy tales and children's literature.
In this book, Zipes argues that, despite a dangerous reconfiguration of children
as consumers in the civilizing process, children's literature, fairy tales, and
storytelling possess a uniquely powerful (even fantastic)capacity to resist the
"relentless progress" of negative trends in culture. He also argues that these
tales and stories may lose their power if they are too diluted by commercialism
and merchandising. Stories have been used for centuries as a way to teach
children (and adults) how to see the world, as well as their place within it. In
Relentless Progress, Zipes looks at the surprising ways that stories have
influenced people within contemporary culture and vice versa. Among the many
topics explored here are the dumbing down of books for children, the marketing
of childhood, the changing shape of feminist fairy tales, and why American and
British children aren’t exposed to more non-western fairy tales. From picture
books to graphic novels, from children’s films to video games, from Grimm’s
fairy tales to the multimedia Harry Potter phenomenon, Zipes demonstrates that
while children’s stories have changed greatly in recent years, much about these
stories have remained the same—despite their contemporary, high-tech
repackaging. Relentless Progress offers remarkable insight into why classic
folklore and fairy tales should remain an important part of the lives of children in
today’s digital culture.
Keep the information you need on playthings and pop culture at your fingertips!
The Dictionary of Toys and Games in American Popular Culture is an A-to-Z
reference guide to the playthings that amused us as children and fascinate us as
adults. This enlightening—and entertaining—resource, complete with crossreferences, provides easy access to concise but detailed descriptions that place
toys and board games in their social and cultural contexts. From action figures to
yo-yos, the book is your tour guide through the museum of sought-after
collectibles and forgotten treasures that mirror the fads and fashions that helped
define pop culture in the United States. The Dictionary of Toys and Games in
American Popular Culture is a historical, yet current, reflection of society’s everchanging attitudes toward childhood and its cultural touchstones. The book is
filled with physical descriptions of each entry, including size, color, and material
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composition, and the age group most often associated with the item. It also
includes biographical sketches of inventors, manufacturers, and distributors— a
virtual “Who’s Who” of the American toy industry, including Milton Bradley, Walt
Disney, and Jim Henson. With a brief glimpse through its pages or a lengthy look
from cover to cover, you’ll discover (or re-discover) real hero action figures, toys
with commercial tie-ins, fast-food promotional giveaways, penny prize package
toys, and advertising icons and characters in addition to beloved toys and board
games like Etch-a-Sketch®, Lincoln Logs®, Colorforms®, Yahtzee®, and Burp
Gun, the first toy advertised on nationwide television. The Dictionary of Toys and
Games in American Popular Culture presents easy-to-access and easy-to-read
descriptions of such toys as: Barbie®, bendies, and Beanie Babies® Monopoly®,
Mr. Machine®, and Mr. Potato Head™ Pez®, Plah-Doh®, and Pound Puppies®
Scrabble®, Silly Putty®, and Slinky® Tiddly Winks®, Tinker Toys®, and Twister™
and looks at the people behind the scenes of the biggest names in toys, including
LEGO® (Ole Kirk Christiansen) Fisher-Price® (Homer G. Fisher) Mattel® (Ruth
and Elliott Handler) Hasbro™ (Alan, Merrill, and Stephen Hassenfeld) Toys R Us®
(Charles Lazarus) Parker Brothers® (Edward and George Parker) F.A.O.
Schwartz (Frederick Schwartz) Kenner® (Albert Steiner) Tonka® (Russell L.
Wenkstern) The Dictionary of Toys and Games in American Popular Culture also
includes an index and a selected bibliography to meet your casual or professional
research needs. Faster (and more entertaining) than searching through a vast
assortment of Web sites for information, the book is a vital resource for librarians,
toy collectors and appraisers, popular culture enthusiasts, and anyone with an
interest in toys—past and present.
This “marvelously absorbing” book is “a walk on the wild side of words and ventures into the
zone where language and mathematics intersect” (San Jose Mercury News). A former Wall
Street Journal reporter and NPR regular, Stefan Fatsis recounts his remarkable rise through
the ranks of elite Scrabble players while exploring the game’s strange, potent hold over
them—and him. At least thirty million American homes have a Scrabble set—but the game’s
most talented competitors inhabit a sphere far removed from the masses of “living room
players.” Theirs is a surprisingly diverse subculture whose stars include a vitamin-popping
standup comic; a former bank teller whose intestinal troubles earned him the nickname “G.I.
Joel”; a burly, unemployed African American from Baltimore’s inner city; the three-time
national champion who plays according to Zen principles; and the author himself, who over the
course of the book is transformed from a curious reporter to a confirmed Scrabble nut. Fatsis
begins by haunting the gritty corner of a Greenwich Village park where pickup Scrabble games
can be found whenever weather permits. His curiosity soon morphs into compulsion, as he
sets about memorizing thousands of obscure words and fills his evenings with solo Scrabble
played on his living room floor. Before long he finds himself at tournaments, socializing—and
competing—with Scrabble’s elite. But this book is about more than hardcore Scrabblers, for the
game yields insights into realms as disparate as linguistics, psychology, and mathematics.
Word Freak extends its reach even farther, pondering the light Scrabble throws on such
notions as brilliance, memory, competition, failure, and hope. It is a geography of obsession
that celebrates the uncanny powers locked in all of us, “a can’t-put-it-down narrative that
dances between memoir and reportage” (Los Angeles Times). “Funny, thoughtful, characterrich, unchallengeably winning writing.” —The Atlantic Monthly This edition includes a new
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afterword by the author.
Mark Gray had it all together. Until he didn’t. Remarkably creative, successful in business,
Gray was a husband, father and son of an elderly clergyman—and a superhero in the online
and gaming worlds. Until one night in New York City, when it seems he was responsible for the
death of a mysterious woman. Suddenly one of America’s Most Wanted criminals, Gray went
on the run—taking a journey back in time and place, where he discovered a long-buried secret.
Blue Hill is a story of mystery, memory, faith, forgiveness, and acceptance—a story of lies and
truths, of what is real and what is fleeting. Set in 1997, Blue Hill also is a fictional chronicle of
an epochal real time: the dawning of the Internet Age, when the culture churned and the world
was entering a virtual other-existence. Chat rooms. AOL. Dial-up. Floppy discs. Files
measured in kilobytes. The dot-com boom. PlayStation. Nintendo. Super Mario 64.
Remember? Here we are today, the fruits of our labor realized, so to speak, with Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, disinformation, viral conspiracy theories, deep-fake videos, etcetera. A new
world has arrived, and the real-life artifacts in this novel are its roots. Part thriller, part fantasy
and farce, Blue Hill is mostly a novel about who and what matter most in this short life.
The place of childhood in popular culture is one that invites new readings both on childhood
itself, but also on approaches to studying childhood. Discussing different methods of
researching children's popular culture, they argue that the interplay of the age of the players,
the status of their popular culture, the transience of the objects, and indeed the ephemerality and long lastingness - of childhood, all contribute to what could be regarded as a particularized
space for childhood studies - and one that challenges many of the conventions of "doing
research" involving children.
The cult of eroticism is a pervasive force in modern society, affecting almost every aspect of
our daily lives. In this book, Paul Rutherford argues that this phenomenon is a product of one
of the major commercial and political enterprises of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries: the
creation of desire - for sex, for wealth, and for entertainment. A World Made Sexy examines
museum exhibitions, art, books, magazines, films, and television to explore the popular rise of
eroticism in America and across the developed world. Starting with a brief foray into the history
of pornography, Rutherford goes on to explore a sexual liberation movement shaped by the
ideas of Marx and Freud, the erotic styles of Salvador Dali and pop art, the pioneering use of
publicity as erotica by Playboy and other media, and the growing concerns of cultural critics
over the emergence of a regime of stimulation. In one case study, Rutherford pairs James
Bond and Madonna in order to examine the link between sex and aggression. He details how
television advertising after 1980 constructed a theatre of the libido to entice the buying public,
and concludes by situating the cultivation of eroticism in the wider context of Michel Foucault's
views on social power and governmentality, and specifically how they relate to sexuality, during
the modern era. A World Made Sexy is about power and pleasure, emancipation and
domination, and the relationship between the personal passions and social controls that have
crafted desire.
Sustainable product design is more than eco design: it goes beyond 'green' to consider the
work environment, community impacts, consumer health, and economic viability, as well as
environmental attributes. "Beyond Child's Play" explores the concept of sustainable product
design in the context of the global doll-making industry. To initiate this research, the author
reviewed eco design parameters and developed criteria for sustainable product design in the
doll-making industry. Using this framework, she conducted three case studies of do I making:
the American Girl doll produced in China, the Kathe Kruse doll produced in Germany and the
Q'ewar Project doll produced in Peru. Themes emerged from this research that have relevance
beyond the doll-making industry: the value of making a product with care; designing work for
human dignity; intention and vision for sustainability; the implications of materials choices; and,
transparency and sustainability. Sustainable product design calls for fundamentally new
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thinking. By connecting the term 'sustainable' to 'product', we raise expectations for a radically
different approach to design, production, and consumption. This framework integrates the eco
design principles of detoxification and dematerialization with the principle of 'humanization', to
ensure that the work environment where the product is made is safe and healthy and that local
communities benefit from production. This approach places increased responsibility on the
industrial designer and decision-makers throughout the supply chain, including governments,
corporations, and citizens. Sustainable product design can be implemented effectively only
when systems are in place that support sustainable production and consumption.
In early America, most children had only a few toys and parents received advice from family
and friends on the best ways to make and use toys. By the early 1900s the Industrial
Revolution was producing a new world of toys and giving more parents the wealth to buy them.
Mass media also sang the praises of these new factory-made, store-bought toys, but that
began to change as early as the mid–1900s when the mass media was used to inform parents
of the many dangers of children’s toys. Many encourage violence, sexism, racism, and some
are actually unsafe and unhealthy. The development of children’s toys from early America to
the present time and the shifting opinions of them expressed by parents and the mass media
throughout this time are the main subjects of this book. The first section discusses the many
problems with toys, while the second puts these problems in historical perspective. How have
these problems changed, and are still changing today? Might today’s toys be about to enter a
time when they will be better than ever? The third section argues that many media toy
watchers are biased toward the negative, giving toys more of a black eye than they deserve,
and considers the challenges that face today’s parents as they try to choose the best toys for
their children.
Killer Commodities enters the increasingly heated debate regarding consumer culture with a
critical examination of the relationship between corporate production of goods for profit and for
public health. This collection analyzes the nature and public health impact of a wide range of
dangerous commercial products from around the world, and it addresses the question of how
policies should be changed to better protect the public, workers, and the environment.
This is the real toy story, an unprecedented behind-the-scenes journey through a world of
influence, fantasy, and multimillion-dollar Hollywood deals, a world where the whims of children
make millionaires and topple titans. This is also the story of an unusual man. Alan Hassenfeld,
the chief executive officer of Hasbro, never intended to run a Fortune 500 company. A free
spirit who dreamed of being a writer and exploring Asia, he was content to remain in the
shadow of his older brother Stephen, a marketing genius who transformed a family firm
established by immigrant Jews into powerhouse and Wall Street darling. Then tragedy struck.
Stephen, and intensely private man, died of AIDS, a disease he had not acknowledged he had,
even to his family. Alan Hassenfeld was named CEO, just as Hasbro was facing a daunting
onslaught of challenges. Toy Wars is about Alan's struggle to balance the demands of the
bottom line with his ideals about the kind of toys children deserve, as well as the ethical
obligations of management. Wayne Miller, an award-winning journalist and novelist, was
granted unprecedented access to Hasbro, the maker of G.I. Joe, Star Wars toys, Mr. Potato
Head, Batman, Monopoly, Scrabble, Trivial Pursuit, and countless other favorites. For five
years, he sat in on design sessions, marketing meetings, and focus groups, and interviewed
employees in every part of the company. He witnessed a major corporate restructuring; crucial
deal with Dreamworks SKG; a hostile takeover bid by archrival Mattel; the collapse of a $45
million virtual reality game; and the company makeover of G.I. Joe, Hasbro's flagship product
and one of the most popular toys of all time. Toy Wars is filled with many colorful characters,
including: Hollywood moguls Steven Spielberg and George Lucas, whose kid-friendly movies
can translate into licensing gold for toymakers Mighty Morphin Power Rangers creator Haim
Saban, who tapped into a popular Japanese TV series and made it a worldwide television and
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merchandising phenomenon Mattel CEO Jill Barad, the second-highest-paid woman in
corporate America, who promotes and defends Barbie with the zeal of a religious crusader
Hasbro executive Al Verrecchia, the loyal second in command who did not let friendship or
tradition stand in the way of a dramatic restructuring Larry Bernstein, arguably the best toy
salesman ever, a riotous raconteur whose divisional presidency crumbled when he was unable
to meet Hasbro's profit goals Rich in family drama and written with sly wit, Toy Wars is a
deeply compelling business story, a fascinating tour through a billion-dollar industry that exerts
tremendous influence on the lives of children everywhere.
Action figures are more than toys or collectibles--they are statements on race, gender, class,
body positivity and more. This collection of nine new essays and one interview argues that
action figures should be analyzed in the same light as books, movies, television shows and
other media. Through an examination of the plastic bodies that fill our shelves and toy boxes,
"Action Figure Studies" can inform the next generation of toys.
“The code-breaking and -making heroine of [this] smart, engaging novel takes a critical view of
the corporate marketing of cool . . . a captivating heroine.” —Publishers Weekly
Twentysomething Alice Butler is a bit of an introvert, but it hasn’t stopped her from landing a
job at the UK office of globally successful—if slightly sinister—toy company PopCo. There’s no
dress code, but that doesn’t keep Alice’s coworkers from commenting on her “Bletchley Park
look” outfits. Now the CEO wants the creatives on the staff to attend what the organization
calls “Thought Camp” and invent an insidious product that will part as many teenage girls from
their allowances as possible. Alice isn’t feeling so comfortable about her supposedly cool new
job. But she has another problem to solve first. She’s started to receive bizarre encrypted
messages, and they may have something to do with her cryptanalyst grandfather; her longdisappeared father; a centuries-old manuscript; and the possibility of buried treasure. Alice is
convinced the engraving on the necklace she’s been wearing since she was ten years old
holds the key to it all. But the secrets she uncovers may take her by surprise, in this highly
original novel that blends code, mathematics, marketing, mystery, and more, “a sort of Harrietthe-Spy-meets-Douglas-Coupland with a Treasure Island twist” (Daily Candy). “How many
novels can you think of that leave the reader with an intriguing puzzle to solve, plus a cake
recipe, plus a crossword and a list of the first thousand prime numbers? Clever, likeable,
frothy, zeitgeist-chasing.” —Time Out London
Multi-volume major reference work bringing together histories of companies that are a leading
influence in a particular industry or geographic location. For students, job candidates, business
executives, historians and investors.
What’s your entrepreneurial profile? Do you have what it takes to build a great business? In
this book, three prominent business leaders and entrepreneurs—now venture capitalists and
CEO advisers—share the qualities that surface again and again in those who successfully
achieve their goals. The common traits? Heart, smarts, guts, and luck. After interviewing and
researching hundreds of business-builders across the globe, the authors found that every one
of them—from young founder to seasoned CEO—holds a combination of these four attributes.
Indeed each of us tends to be biased toward one of these traits in our decision-making, and
figuring out which trait drives you will lead to greater self-awareness and likelihood of success
in starting and growing a business. So are you: • Heart-dominant, like renowned chef Alice
Waters or Starbucks’s Howard Schultz? • Smarts-dominant, like Jeff Bezos of Amazon or
legendary investor Warren Buffett? • Guts-dominant, like Nelson Mandela or Virgin’s Richard
Branson? • Or are you most defined by the luck trait, like Tony Hsieh of Zappos (and a
surprisingly high proportion of other successful entrepreneurs)? Heart, Smarts, Guts, and Luck
includes the first Entrepreneurial Aptitude Test (E.A.T), a simple tool to help determine your
specific profile. Though no single archetype for entrepreneurial success exists, this book will
help you understand which traits to “dial up” or “dial down” to realize your full potential, and
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when these traits are most and least helpful (or even detrimental) during critical points of a
company lifecycle. Not only will you know how to build a better business faster, you’ll also take
your natural leadership style to the next level.
Despite carrying the scars of childhood trauma, Mary McAllister has enjoyed a successful
career and become the mother of two wonderful children. Then their deadbeat father leaves,
her young daughter dies, and she is hospitalized in a psychiatric center as she seeks to
recover from this devastating loss. But she is not the same when she is released—and during
escalating periods of crisis, she claims to be possessed by Z-DA, an evil creature from a
distant galaxy that has come to earth in a war almost as old as the universe itself with Ordo,
leader of a good species. Is this real, or only extreme psychosis? Is Mary's young son, Billy,
really Ordo, as she increasingly believes, a monster that must be vanquished? Is Billy's dead
sister, Jessica, really reaching out to her brother for help in freeing her from the dark and
distant place where she is trapped? As a city is engulfed in mayhem, events race toward a
stunning conclusion in Traces of Mary, a one-of-a-kind mix of horror, science-fiction, thriller
and mystery by best-selling author G. Wayne Miller. ***** "The Legendary G. Wayne Miller has
done it again! The mix of science fiction with psychological terror is the perfect match for this
sublime story!" - Mark Slade, author, podcaster and anthologist
For years, research concerning masculinities has explored the way that men have dominated,
exploited, and dismantled societies, asking how we might make sense of marginalized
masculinities in the context of male privilege. This volume asks not only how terms such as
men and masculinity are socially defined and culturally instantiated, but also how the media
has constructed notions of masculinity that have kept minority masculinities on the margins.
Essays explore marginalized masculinities as communicated through film, television, and new
media, visiting representations and marginalized identity politics while also discussing the
dangers and pitfalls of a media pedagogy that has taught audiences to ignore, sidestep, and
stereotype marginalized group realities. While dominant portrayals of masculine versus
feminine characters pervade numerous television and film examples, this collection examines
heterosexual and queer, military and civilian, as well as Black, Japanese, Indian, White, and
Latino masculinities, offering a variance in masculinities and confronting male privilege as
represented on screen, appealing to a range of disciplines and a wide scope of readers.
A supplement to the ""American National Biography"" that offers approximately 500
biographical entries. This edition recounts the tales of the different people who shaped
America-leaders, composers, entertainers, entrepreneurs, writers, scientists, and outlaws. The
entries bring forth a narrative of America's past.
From Hank Williams to hip hop, Aunt Jemima to the Energizer Bunny, scrap-booking to
NASCAR racing, this volume—edited by a pioneer in the field-invites readers to reflect on a
sampling of modern myths, icons, archetypes, and rituals. Ray B. Browne has mined both
scholarly and mainstream media to bring together penetrating essays on fads and fashions,
sports fandom, the shaping of body image, the marketing of food, vacationing and sightseeing,
toys and games, genre fiction, post-9/11 entertainment, and much more.

This thesis is a cultural analysis of: a) women's idealized perception of the Barbie
doll, & b) the construction of the Barbie doll image through marketing. In addition,
both areas will provide a concentrated emphasis on "respectability." The analysis
will be focused on Barbie's creation in 1959, & on the current practices of
representations in 1999. The thesis is divided into two phases. Phase one
illustrates the interpretation of how women perceive Barbie, & how they see
themselves in her likeness. It further explores the determined impression of the
doll as "respectable." Phase two examines the way that Barbie is presented in
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the market & the techniques used to formulate the intended representations of
the doll. The analysis of the thesis focuses solely on her introduction in 1959, &
on her current distinction. The Barbie doll is an iconic image. The symbol of the
"feminine ideal" which has caused women to perceive & recognize this figure in a
personal light. Further, her existence in the marketplace creates a continual
awareness in women to identify & evolve with this object as she captures the
culture. It is critical to examine the conception & portrayal of an icon such as the
Barbie doll. As a predominant feature in American culture & society, she is a
fictitious character that many have contrived into a reality. She is a name that
strikes instant familiarity, & she is a name that evokes controversy, emulation, &
success. This thesis achieves a comprehensive look into her importance to
women, & the ways in which her corporate creators make her accessible to fulfill
this need. Therefore, this thesis accurately makes a connection between the
marketing of the Barbie doll, & the building of an icon.
Learn what it takes to build a great business with this digital collection curated by
Harvard Business Review; it contains everything you need to know about
entrepreneurship, from leadership traits and a willingness to fail to financial
intelligence and tips for building a business case. Includes Financial Intelligence
for Entrepreneurs; Fail Better; Heart, Smarts Guts, and Luck; Entrepreneur’s
Toolkit; HBR on Entrepreneurship; HBR Guide to Building Your Business Case;
HBR Guide to Negotiating; How I Did It; and the Harvard Business Review
articles “Five Stages of Small Business Growth,” and “Why Entrepreneurs Don’t
Scale.”
A richly illustrated survey of the history and culture of Rhode Island Jews.
Explorations of alienation, madness, the afterlife and post-apocalyptic existence
fill this first volume of the collected short stories of G. Wayne Miller. Best-known
for his critically acclaimed non-fiction books and documentary films, Miller has
been praised for his fiction writing, dating to his first book, Thunder Rise: A Novel
of Terror. For several years, he was a regular at fantasy and horror conventions,
notably NECON, the fabled annual gathering that has featured Stephen King,
Peter Straub and other writers. Fiction remains his passion. In these ten
provocative science-fiction and horror tales, Miller bring readers inside darkly
imagined worlds with a distinctive voice and mastery of characters, setting and
narration. The title story, set in a dystopian future when the atmosphere has been
all but incinerated, presents a nightmarish landscape of survival that resonates in
this time of global warming. The Since the Sky Blew Off collection, first volume in
a planed series, also includes new previously unpublished treatments for horror
and science-fiction movies. Miller is the author of Thunder Rise and seven books
of non-fiction, including King of Hearts and Toy Wars. He is the writer and coproducer of three feature-length documentary movies: On The Lake, Behind the
Hedgerow and Coming Home, all broadcast on PBS stations. Visit Miller at
www.gwaynemiller.com
Having escaped religious persecution in Eastern Europe in 1903, Alan
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Hassenfeld's grandfather and great-uncle arrived in America as penniless
teenage immigrants - refugees who went from hawking rags on the streets of
New York City to building what became the world's largest toy company, Hasbro.
Alan's father, Merrill, brought Mr. Potato Head and G.I. Joe to consumers and his
only brother, Stephen, made Hasbro a Fortune 500 company and Hollywood
player. Alan was the free spirit who wanted to write novels, date beautiful women
and travel the world. He never wanted to run Hasbro, and no one ever believed
he would - or could. And then Stephen died, tragically of AIDS. "Kid Number
One," as Alan liked to call himself, was suddenly chairman and CEO. Silencing
the skeptics, he took the company to greater heights - and then almost killed it
with a series of bad decisions including Hasbro's acquisition of rights to
POKéMON. Putting ego aside, Hassenfeld gave his long-time lieutenant Al
Verrecchia command and set in motion a plan whereby he would leave the
corner office. Verrecchia saved the company, and after renewed success, he
himself retired, leaving Hasbro in the hands of current CEO and chairman Brian
Goldner, so highly regarded that he was brought onto the board of CBS. With his
fortune, Hassenfeld could have sailed into the sunset on a yacht, but instead, he
went to work expanding the long family tradition of Tikkun Olam - "repairing the
world" - begun by his grandfather and great-uncle, who, grateful to have survived,
tirelessly helped immigrants and needy citizens of their new country. Alan
Hassenfeld's philanthropy has helped build two children's hospitals, establish
numerous educational and health programs, train young doctors and scientists,
resettle refugees, promote peace in the Mideast and more. For decades, he also
has been a highly visible advocate for national political and ethics reform, despite
personal threats and the scorn of crooked politicians. Kid Number One: A story of
heart, soul and business, featuring Alan Hassenfeld and Hasbro, weaves these
stories into a seamless, dramatic narrative that begins with the slaughter of Jews
in 1903 Poland and continues to today -- when in an era of unchecked narcissism
and greed, Hassenfeld, like Bill Gates, serves as a model for what people of
great wealth can do when they put self aside. Kid Number One also chronicles
the history of American toys -- and not just such Hasbro classics as Monopoly,
Transformers and Star Wars, but also Mattel's timeless brands including Barbie
and many lesser-known toys by companies large and small, many no longer in
existence. Granted exclusive and unprecedented access inside a $5-billion toy
and family-entertainment company and one of America's leading if largely
unknown philanthropies, G. Wayne Miller, author of the best-selling Toy Wars:
The epic struggle between G.I. Joe, Barbie and the companies that make them,
is uniquely qualified to tell this tale.
Several years ago, a New York high school teacher began using the Internet to
post strange-but-true history and science factoids for his students to read. What
began as an interesting Web site for students at Chatham High School soon
became an internationally recognized page that garnered numerous awards,
including Yahoo's Site of the Week. In 2001, some of the stories were assembled
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into Einstein's Refrigerator, which has been translated into Korean and Chinese.
Now comes silliness squared with Lindbergh's Artificial Heart, author Steve
Silverman's second collection of offbeat and often hilarious stories that offer a
fascinating side of history that's not usually taught in school. Lindbergh's artificial
heart: Few people know it, but the famous aviator spent considerable time
working on an artificial heart. Exploding whale: What did the Oregon Department
of Transportation do with a dead whale that washed up on one of its beaches?
Suffice it to say their decision to blow it up was quite the blubber blunder. Nose
picking: Delve into the humorous findings of a study of this bad habit conducted
by one of our institutions of higher learning. The fastest charcoal lighter ever:
Using liquid oxygen at your family barbecue may speed up the cooking, but it
does have it's drawbacks . . . such as the fact that it vaporizes your grill. Carefully
researched and frequently laugh-out-loud funny, the entertaining and educational
stories within this book's 192 pages-many never before shared on-line or
otherwise-will delight students and teachers alike.
Selected as an Outstanding Academic Title by Choice Magazine, January 2010
The Encyclopedia of Play: A Social History explores the concept of play in history
and modern society in the United States and internationally. Its scope
encompasses leisure and recreation activities of children as well as adults
throughout the ages, from dice games in the Roman empire to video games
today. As an academic social history, it includes the perspectives of several
curricular disciplines, from sociology to child psychology, from lifestyle history to
social epidemiology. This two-volume set will serve as a general, non-technical
resource for students in education and human development, health and sports
psychology, leisure and recreation studies and kinesiology, history, and other
social sciences to understand the importance of play as it has developed globally
throughout history and to appreciate the affects of play on child and adult
development, particularly on health, creativity, and imagination.
Tracing developments in toy making and marketing across the evolving
landscape of the 20th century, this encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference
guide to America's most popular playthings and the culture to which they belong.
• Nearly 200 alphabetically arranged entries document the historical and cultural
significance of toys • Cross-references and a listing of additional resources
accompany each entry and encourage further investigation • Photographs and
illustrations gathered from public and private collections across the country depict
the entire century of America at play • A guide to related topics identifies the
entries according to broader categories such as toys, designers, companies,
museums, events, and organizations • A resource guide provides information for
contacting American toy companies, accessing national toy museums, and
attending annual toy festivals, and offers many avenues for pursuing further
information about toys and American culture including books, scholarly journals,
audio recordings, films, and websites
Your students and users will find biographical information on approximately 300 modern
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writers in this volume of Contemporary Authors(R).
Fully updated, this ninth edition remains the definitive source on the economics of
entertainment in the United States and overseas.
Entertainment Industries is the first book to map entertainment as a cultural system.
Including work from world-renowned analysts such as Henry Jenkins and Jonathan
Gray, this innovative collection explains what entertainment is and how it works.
Entertainment is audience-centred culture. The Entertainment Industries are a uniquely
interdisciplinary collection of evolving businesses that openly monitor evolving cultural
trends and work within them. The producers of entertainment – central to that practice–
are the new artists. They understand audiences and combine creative, business and
legal skills in order to produce cultural products that cater to them. Entertainment
Industries describes the characteristics of entertainment, the systems that produce it,
and the role of producers and audiences in its development, as well as explaining the
importance of this area of study, and how it might be better integrated into Universities.
This book was originally published as a special issue of Continuum: Journal of Media &
Cultural Studies.
The experience of growing up in the U.S. is shaped by many forces. Relationships with
parents and teachers are deeply personal and definitive. Social and economic contexts
are broader and harder to quantify. Key individuals in public life have also had a
marked impact on American childhood. These 18 new essays examine the influence of
pivotal figures in the culture of 20th and 21st century childhood and child-rearing, from
Benjamin Spock and Walt Disney to Ruth Handler, Barbie's inventor, and Ernest
Thompson Seton, founder of the Boy Scouts of America.
Moreover, marketing scholars and their students will find the analysis and cases most
instructive."--BOOK JACKET.
This volume, covering entries S-Z, examines the social and cultural history of childhood
through articles on education, parenting, child labor, economics, children's literature,
play, toys and games, health, physiology, law, the criminal justice system, and social
welfare.
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